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Activities: 
1) Analyse the main social networks regarding its functionality and ways to display the 

presentation profile (LinkedIn; Facebook; YouTube); 
2) Introduce links in the presentation text linking the different elements of the online digital 

biography, namely a hyperlink to the portfolio; 
3) Apply the portfolio to the media platforms they have chosen to be present. 

Resources: 
1) Video edited during Session 6; 
2) Video Editing software (Adobe Premiere; Edius; and/or freeware tools such as Movie 

Maker and iMovie) and workstation; 
3) Software for subtitling (e.g. Subtitle; Jubler; Subtitle Creator; Open Subtitle Editor; Sub 

magic - Freeware); 
4) Graphic editing software to compose biographies (freeware tools such as OppenOffice, 

Inkscape, Gimp); 
5) Internet access for creating or editing the portfolio in media platforms. 

Trainers: 
It is important that trainers have experience in social media and know how to deal with 
social networks oriented towards professional activities (i.e. LinkedIn). The trainer should 
also have knowledge of the use of subtitling and video editing software. 

Outcomes: 
In this session it is expected that the trainees prepare a text of presentation from the 
analysis of the vocational biographical video. From this presentation text the trainees will 
extract statements and translate these statements into a second language to caption the 
presentation video. The texts will serve for the presentation of the trainees in the social 
networks that they use, and should have hyperlinks to different media that are online, and 
that help to present the vocational biographical path of each trainee (e.g. photos, videos, 
doodles).  
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